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ABSTRACT
Gene interaction graphs help genomics researchers discover gene
expression patterns across multiple tissues and experiment condi-
tions. The purpose of this project is to create an interface between
an actively-developed program (BioDep-Vis) and its users (geneti-
cists). BioDep-Vis is a gene clustering program that clusters genes
that are exhibited at similar times. It can display the gene networks
of organisms at the same time to see development from a com-
mon ancestor. We explored how a user can intuitively interact with
BioDepVis, a large scale graph visualizer, at scale, through the use of
various interaction methods to to control the BioDep-Vis interface
such as a Microsoft Kinect and a Mobile Touch Interface.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Graph visualization and interaction typically takes place in a tra-
ditional desktop environment. However, within a genetics lab, for
example, a typical desktop environment is unavailable or unde-
sirable. Hands-free or touch-based environments bring new input
methods that enable easier interaction in such a setting.

Current limitations of a touch-based environment includes a lack
of precision and lack of input variations to interact with standard
Graphical User Interfaces (GUI). In an effort to bypass these limita-
tions, this work seeks to create a custom interface using the classic
interface library QT that is suitable for interfacing with a Tree of
Life.

2 BACKGROUND
The Biological Dependency Visualizer (BioDepVis) [7] is a software
package by Karan Sapra that organizes, aligns, and visualizes gene
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(a) Unaligned, initial state.

(b) Mid-alignment.

(c) Fully aligned.

Figure 1: Overview of G3NA’s alignment process. This entire
alignment completed in about two seconds.
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interaction networks. One of its primary purposes is to aid in a
comparison study of multiple species’ gene interaction networks.
From this comparison study, conserved gene interactions are easily
recognized.

BioDepVis’s network alignment visualization is facilitated by
a GPU-optimized alignment algorithm, the GPU-enabled Global
Gene Network Aligner (G3NA) [7]. G3NA is a graph alignment tool
that, as its name states, has been optimized to utilize graphical pro-
cessing units (GPUs), taking only seconds to align large networks.
G3NA aligns networks using sequence homology and topological
properties of the input networks. It produces graphs such as those
seen in Figure 1.

What this software lacks is a usable user interface to facilitate its
use at scale. A configuration generator is required to build an input
file to BioDepVis, complicating any transition to a nontraditional
interface.

3 ESTABLISHING INTERACTION
Nontraditional interaction solutions include:

• remote touch
• gesture
• speech
• eye-tracking

3.1 Gestures
Initial investigation began with gesture-based interaction, as not
only did it avoid a keyboard and mouse, it also provided hands-
free interaction. I experimented with Microsoft’s Kinect Sensor
and mapping BioDepVis’s current interface to gestures. However,
imprecise selections and an outdated SDK and other libraries turned
us away.

3.2 Touch and Speech
The next interaction possibility was touch. After experimenting
with a third-party application named Unified Remote [1], I decided
that touch interaction was a feasible solution. The Unified Remote
application allows a user to connect from amobile device to a server
running on the computer. Once the connection is established, the
mobile device becomes an input device, as seen in Figure 4. Various

Figure 2: Controlling BioDepVis from a mobile device with
the Unified Remote application.

input methods are available including a simple trackpad screen, a
pop-up keyboard, and a voice-to-text ability.

4 THE TREE OF LIFE
Once I found a viable input method, I turned my focus to the inter-
face itself. BioDepVis needs to be extendable to all biological life.
The current taxonomy heirarchy is a tree network with 1.6 mil-
lion nodes, with 1.27 million of those corresponding to species [6].
However, the configuration generator for BioDepVis has a simple
file browser for finding a data file of a specific species, as seen in
Figure 2. At scale, this input selection limits the options of the user.

To avoid this eventual selection problem, I explored solutions
for visualizing the tree of life as a selection interface.

4.1 Existing Technology
On the visualization side, there are numerous established tools for
displaying phylogenetic trees. Some are two dimensional [2, 4, 5],
some are three dimensional [3]. However, these tools are intended
for simply that—visualizing; there is no easy way to integrate them
into a selection interface.

From the selection interface side, I investigated incorporating a
visualization into a graphical user interface (GUI). Unfortunately,
such a visualization tool does not readily exist in the common GUI
frameworks.

4.2 Custom Design
As a result, I designed and customized our GUI using Qt’s widget-
based system, as seen in Figure 3. To navigate into a subtree, the
user simply clicks the taxonomy identifier that corresponds to that
subtree. To navigate out of a subtree, simply click into a higher
tier. To make a selection, right click the taxonomy identifier that
corresponds to the correct species.

Figure 3: The standard (and problematic) file selection of the
BioDepVis configuration generator.
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Figure 4: The Tree of Life visualization for an improved file selection.

4.3 Integration
Creating a useful applied visualization requires the knowledge of its
use case. In a genomics comparison study, the user is supplying two
or more species to analyze. Following, this selection tree application
ought to receive two or more taxonomy identification numbers as
input. From there, it will compute the most recent common ancestor
of those input species. After the common ancestor node is found,
this tool will then traverse the subtree whose root is the common
ancestor, retrieving any available files of gene interaction networks
from databases. The retrieved files are then presented to the user for
selection to augment the initial species’ gene interaction network
files. This process is similar to NCBI’s Common Tree [6], which
takes taxonomy identification numbers or common names as an
input and builds an ancestry tree to connect them.

In comparisons of more complex organisms, it would be benefi-
cial to specify a type of tissue.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We investigated touch and gesture based interfaces using Mobile
and Microsoft Kinect devices respectively. The mobile interface
was very intuitive and offeres the most promise for interacting
with gene networks. Furthermore, we designed a GUI to improve
selection and exploration of the gene hierarchy. Future work is
planned for a seamless integration of the final system.
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